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Berry’s letter

It is an absolutely beautiful fall day as I write this letter to you. The leaves have changed, the air is crisp, and the sun is warm as it streams through my window. I watch a lot of the world go by in its ever changing seasons from my chair and I must say that I feel happy and blessed.

Of course, it is hard for me to get up to camp and see all that is going on, but I do manage to get to “colors” and some other larger events. I have had the joy of watching my granddaughters grow up at camp with Kanchan now entering her AC year. Maya, cute little button that she is, is coming full season next summer as a JC I and I can’t wait. However, it just doesn’t seem possible that they have moved along through camp so quickly. They bring me much interesting news of the goings on at camp during the summer.

Right after the summer, I attended the wonderful wedding of my sister Frances’ grandson Garran to Christie Cepetelli. The camp family was just so warm and embracing during that time. So many friends, former campers and workers celebrating another milestone in the Delahanty family. We have lived and thrived due to the love and commitment by so many of you.

This is really what I think about a lot these days. Many former campers and friends stop by and visit with me. They talk about what camp meant to them. They laugh and some tear up thinking about the time in their youth or adulthood when they shared the vision of my mother and father. We go on because Nancy, Bob, Carol, Mary Jane and MJ have taken on the challenge of keeping this vision alive.

I just sit and watch this now. And while I offer my opinions and give counsel when necessary, I know that my mother and father would smile at the progress we continue to make.

Have a great winter and please stop by and say hello if you are in the neighborhood.

Berry

Berry Richardson
Cape Cod Sea Camps
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Please VISIT OUR WEBPAGE
www.capecodseacamps.com

Make the EFFORT to VISIT our Webpage and leave a message on our Alumni Bulletin Board. We are doing our BEST to Upgrade the WEBPAGE to make it easier for YOU to access and USE. If YOU have Ideas for the Webpage, email them to Henri at ....

alumni@capecodseacamps.com
Thank You
Dear Friends,

Picture this……….. "A mother crying hysterically, tears, runny nose and heaving sobs. The works. Both arms wrapped around a white pillar when the fight went out of her body and she slowly, theatrically, slumped to the floor. She said she just couldn’t leave her baby. Would not abandon her! The tragic setting for this wrenching good-bye…. a hospital ward? Adoption center? War zone? None of the above. A summer camp with seven weeks of swimming, sing – alongs and s’mores.”

An August 13, 2006 article in the Boston Globe described this melodramatic situation at a summer camp, explaining the need for parents in today’s world to be in constant contact with their children via cell phones, text messaging, or by e-mail several times a day guiding their every decision. The phrase “helicopter parents” who swoop in to rescue their child from a difficult situation or hover ever so close to provide protection from any unsavory confrontation have changed the expectations of High School athletic events, Kindergarten enrollment, college orientations and summer camp programs.

The unique world of “camp” – the values, every day trials, community spirit and overall experience – challenges parents to “let go” and allow their children to grow independent of their parent’s daily connection. A scary thought for parents!

Camp strives to create an enclosed community separate from the outside world where children are allowed to develop their own coping skills, learn how to make decisions on their own without mom and dad’s guidance, test ways of getting along with other children, discover how to adapt to a new environment, develop resiliency in an ever changing world which are all critical skills for success. The power of camp is its ability to allow children and young adults to escape into a supportive community, blurring the outside world, and explore their own identities and values without parental involvement. As mentioned in the Globe article, “The best part of summer camp from a child’s perspective has largely remained the same – escape from parental demands.”

An assistant counselor, in his fourth year of the counselor training program and his sixth year at camp, wrote an eloquent letter expressing his thoughts on how camp has affected his life through the years. “As the summer draws to a close, I realize this is it. This is the culmination of all the hard work I’ve put into the corps, of all the good times granted me, and of all the experiences I’ve shared with sincere companions and nurturing mentors. I am on the brink of greatness, as if greatness was a ship just visible on the horizon all these years, finally getting in to let me embark on my own journey. Meanwhile, every summer I’ve been here at camp, ever preparing, but never seeming like work. As said before, it is impossible to convey to my friends at home that this is not “just summer camp”. Every opening day, I wonder how long it will take for “that feeling” to resurface, and as I write this after a hard day’s work, I feel it. Though sometimes intangible and elusive, it is never cold or exclusive, but warm and inviting. It’s coming back from a day of excitement late in the night with a hundred other JCs, all perfectly silent, and all perfectly content. It is having ten roommates all say good night, and honestly wait for a good night from me in return. It’s sitting on the picnic table, shooting the breeze, and just confiding in a close friend. There are definitely correlating elements in my normal life, but not like at camp. I have learned discipline and responsibility, and resilience.”

Camp is a culmination of a myriad of experiences for a child, layering one upon the other, creating a composite that promotes confidence in their ability to overcome obstacles and manage challenges, becoming successful and happy. What better place for a parent to encourage a child to grow and separate from them. After all, the mission of each parent is to provide our children with “roots to grow and wings to fly”. No better place for a parent to “let go” than at camp!

We encourage your connection throughout the year. If you would like our current information for any of our camping programs, please let us know. Have a healthy, happy and prosperous New Year.

From my council ring to yours,
Nancy W. Garran, Executive Director
Grant W. Koch Scholarship Fund

Annual Report 2006

We had a spectacular year fundraising in 2006 and are very exciting about the challenges facing us for fundraising in 2007 – the year we celebrate the 85th Anniversary of CCSC. Sparked by an anonymous donor’s challenge grant of $10,000 we raised over $60,000!! We now have close to $340,000 in the Fund up from approximately $150,000 five years ago. This is the best effort that we have ever had and is a real testament to the special place that Monomoy, Wono, the Monomoy Day Camp and the Cape Cod Sea Camps hold in people’s hearts. Audrey Higgins Rich responded wonderfully to this challenge. Special recognition has to go to Scott Bommer and his wife Donya as well as Jim Kelligrew and his wife Libby. Hollis von Summer and her husband Michael, Carl Rauschenbach, Alex Arnold, Steve Wallace and Steve Rattner through the White Foundation made significant contributions. Of course, so many of you helped out so much. With the most number of contributions (215) that we have ever had, we hope this bodes well for our 2007 goal of raising $85,000 for the 85th anniversary of camp!

It is also important to note what we have done with the donations you have so graciously made to the Fund. We sponsored 6 different children on scholarships to the Monomoy Day Camp, the Cape Cod Sea Camps and Camp Farley in Mashpee. Our hopes are to keep expanding that number as the size of the Fund and its annual income increases.

The Fund is a purely volunteer organization with very low overhead except for the tuition expenses for our scholarship children.

Please think of us in 2007
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30’s, 40’s and 50’s

Horace Nichols (M’35-’36) stopped by for a visit this past July and was given a tour by Joanna Flanagan (MDC’00-’06). Horace is living in Boston and requested to be added to our mailing list. We received an email last February from Richard Greene (M’36-’42). He mentioned that if Uncle Sam hadn’t offered him a job, he would have been a counselor in 1943. His brother and three cousins attended Monomoy and Wono. As well his two eldest sons attended Monomoy from 1960 – 1966. He was inquiring about sending some of his grandchildren to camp. Hap Presson (M’38-’51) dropped Berry a note last May offering Best Wishes for another great camp season. Philips Salman (W’55-’58) sent along an email from across the pond announcing a visit for this past summer. Phillips was the Sailing Master at Wono in 1958. Dave Dwyer (M’47-’50) emailed us sending regrets for not being able to make our NYC reunion this past year. He had some sad news that his sister Martha Dwyer who attended Wono for several summers in the late 50’s had passed away. And finally former Monomoy Best Swimmer in 1953 and current Cape resident Michael Dively recently won 7 medals at the Gay Games in Chicago. Rick & Marilyn Koch Francis (M’45-CCSC’06 & W’born-CCSC’06) recently had Roger Shannon (M’47-’48) over for a drink. Roger, who lives in Richland, WA, was Rick’s bunkmate in the Seniors in 1947 and was visiting his cousin Nancy Mutty (W’ about the same time”) who lives in Brewster. It seems that Roger’s parents knew Al and Dottie Hart in New Jersey and that was the camp connection.

60’s

Peter Rosenberg (M’64-’67) sent along a nice email after not being able to make our Beverly Hills fundraiser (the Fundraiser itself caused Berry to raise her eyebrows a bit and give me that certain “look”). He had a lot of great memories. He remembered Ron Wartman (M’60’s) as his head counselor of the Hunters and Hap Farnham (M’40’s-60’s) in the Braves. Council rings and story telling! He spoke well of Bruce Munro (M’60’s-CCSC’90’s) in the Guides as a role model and having them play soccer in the rain on the archery field. Peter’s career in the food service industry started with Marc Peoquin (M’54-CCSC’90) in the Monomoy kitchen. And lastly – his last summer in the Seniors was in the new Cabin 19 (now cabin 3 in CCSC). John Pine (M’mid-60’s) was his counselor and he had them working like “grunts in the military”. All in all – Let’s cheer for Monomoy!. Was in having a passport picture taken by Bob Tucker (M’64-CCSC’78) at Focalpoint studios this past summer and Bob mentioned that he has been in touch with the one and only Stu McGee (M’60-’66). While he lives in New Jersey, he has a house on the Cape and has stayed in touch with Tucker. Let’s bring back the electronics club in the old Monomoy Assembly Hall. Carl Rauschenbach (M’56-’68) dropped a note with his contribution to the GWK Fund mentioned the role that Grant had played in his life. He is recently retired and has been driving his rather large boat around Southern New Jersey. Alex Arnold (M’53-’64) sent along a note with his contribution to the GWK Fund reflecting on the loss of Gil Tanis that was noted in our newsletter last year. Gil and Frannie Tanis were two of his parents closest friends...
during their many years at Linger Longer during the summers. He had hoped to get to the Alumni Regatta, but it was rained out this past June. Peter Godfrey (M’62-’64) visited us this past June which was great. He lives in Culpepper, VA with his wife Kathy. Gill Redpath (M’60’s) updated his information on our website (this is a great thing to do if you are moving) and let us know he is living in Augusta, GA. Sue Kirstenmacher (W’60-’62) stopped by camp for a visit last April. She lives in Farmingdale, ME and had a younger brother who went to Monomoy. Doug Frank (M’65-’70) was extremely happy that he made it into last year’s Jib Sheet and that he got a copy of it in the mail. He mentioned that it had been 40+ years since he was a Junior Scout at Monomoy. Isn’t that true for most of us. It’s been 51 years since I was a Junior Scout. Peter Kreitler (M’50-’61) has a rather extensive website of magazine covers (1,777) displaying the American flag. He references our “colors” ceremonies at Monomoy as instrumental in the development of his respect for the flag. I heard from Chris Outwin (M’56-’62) this past September about a recent small reunion that he had with David Hall (M’57-’58). I was asked to send along a “History of Camp” book which I have just gotten to. Chris and I started at Monomoy together in ’56 and went up the ranks at camp for 7 years. Kind of exciting.

70’s

Mike Boylan (M’72-’73) dropped us a note from Nantucket inquiring about any old Monomoy T-Shirts that might be for sale. He owns the UPS store and is opening one up on the Vineyard soon. Heard from Traci Lyons (CCSC’76-’78) who had moved and had not been getting our mailings. We have her new address in Brooklyn, NY. Laura Braverman (CCSC’76-’78) had been looking for her. Scott Horton (M’72-CCSC’75) recently updated his information with us. He has three children and lives in Short Hills, NJ. Ah…the old Maplewood loop as it was called. The inimitable Ed Forman (M’62-’72) dropped a line expressing regrets that he couldn’t make our Beverly Hills reunion. He’s been in the Bay area for 30 years and realizes he’s due back to camp for a visit. David and Nancy got a nice email from Raymond Keighley (CCSC’74) who was from Great Britain, but now lives in France. He was looking for contact information for Mike Legge who was at camp with him and was also from Great Britain. He remembered Grant and Seat McIntyre (M’56-CCSC’74) and recollected on spending his first night off at camp wandering around Provincetown. He now runs a guest house in the Alps. See our advertising section. We have heard from Colienne Boel Maskens (CCSC’77-’79) who is living in Belgium. She was inquiring about camp for her son and is pleased to know that we are still around!! It was great to hear from her. We got an email from Beau Stinnette (CCSC’74-’78) reacting to the fact that Sue Gellerman (W’72-CCSC’80) was looking for him. He also commented on the loss of the old Art Shed where he had made a 7up lamp. Thanks for the memories. Dean Klitzner (CCSC’76-’80) is living in Lincoln, RI with his wife Jill and two children. We heard from Cindy Ellis (W’70’s) who was making an inquiry into camp for her daughters Karen and Rachel. Cindy and her sister Tammy were at Wono in the early 70’s. She remembered Mrs. Del giving
her milk and cookies on the porch. As well she has a host of memories – Chip helped her with her adjustment to camp etc. She and her sister won a lot of ribbons and they both have a ton of excellent memories. We hear from Jonathan Raymond (M’69-’74) that he is leaving Commonwealth Corporation in Boston and heading south to work in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg School District in North Carolina. Big change for Jonathan, but he will be close to his brother Michael Raymond – who was, of course, the CCSC Alumni President for a number of years before his move South.

80’s

One of our nurses, Leslie Peterson (CCSC’83-’87) dropped us a note the other day with a donation to the GWK Scholarship Fund. She enjoys reading that the Camp is vibrant and alive and growing. Leslie lives in Orono, ME and may send us a photo of herself at camp during that time. We like this kind of thinking. Christine Joy Pratt (MDC ’84-’85) was so intrigued with the letter from a former day camper in last year’s newsletter, that she had to write us. Christine has been living in Hawaii for the past 15 years and has become an avid surfer and is working on her vegetable garden. She continues working in the Arts (having designed the shell, shell, seahorse, shell T-shirt at MDC) and illustrates children’s books. All while raising two children. She has a website if anyone would like to say hello: www.christinejoypratt.com She likes snail mail however, so write me for her address.

Craig McKenna (CCSC’80-87) informed us last June that he was coming to Boston on business and would swing down to the Cape for a few days and visit. First time back in 19 years. Again, we encourage this type of thinking. Kristina Susan Johnson (CCSC’83-’86) has updated her information. She is living in Monmouth Beach, NJ. The parents of the Fitzsimmons’ have acted responsibly and have sent us the addresses of their children so they can receive the Jib Sheet directly. Stephen Fitzsimmons (CCSC’81) lives in Cortlandt Manor, NY; Donald Fitzsimmons (CCSC’81-’84) lives in Pawling, NY and Kevin Fitzsimmons (CCSC’82-’84) lives in New York City. Tracey Buckman Whalen (CCSC’84-’86) sent us a note suggesting that she had not received the Jib Sheet lately and wanted to make sure we had her right address. This is always good to know. Carlos Hernandez (CCSC’80-’86) emailed us that he has moved from Mexico City to Monterrey. He is an engineer and is married with two young children who he wants to send to camp. He remembered that Sherry Mernick was a pretty good water skier when she ran the program at Long Pond. Sherry still waters skis and has just built an 80’ jump at Long Pond like the ones they used to have at Cypress Gardens. She jumps over it every day except in December and January. Only kidding. David Levin (CCSC’83-’88) has let us know he has moved from New York to Minneapolis. Lincoln Smith’s (CCSC’85-’88) father sent us a note that he couldn’t make our summer reunion, but that he is doing well and traveling a lot at work. Mark Dever (CCSC’79-’83) has let us know he is living in Lake Mary, FL. Lisa Williams (CCSC’88) wrote to Nancy from
Florida that it’s hard to believe that Garran was getting married and that her son Wade was having a baby. We all feel that way. Recently we heard from Scott Klein’s (CCSC’77’81) company. They were looking for a picture of him, which I could not find in our archives. So… the question is – does anyone out there have a picture of him?? If so, send it to me. Melissa Hartley Held (CCSC’80’82) tracked Bob Kerr (CCSC’79’84) down this past summer and they visited for a brief period this past summer. Bob is working as a Public Affairs Officer in Nairobi, Kenya. Mark Roberts (CCSC’84’89) is living in Medford and is always ready to welcome former friends to Boston. We recently heard from Richard Brown (M’73 CCSC’85) who was exploring the idea of camp for his son Kevin. While Richard was apologetic for not being in CCSC’85, his son Kevin was able to attend the reunion at Hollis’, who would have thought that I would run into him during lunch several weeks later at Nice Matin on the Upper West Side. Very interesting. Was over at Geoff Gardner’s (CCSC’82’87) restaurant, Sel de la

90’s

Melissa Henry (CCSC’90’91) sent us her updated address (moved from Bermuda to Arlington, MA) and mentioned that she would like to keep getting the newsletter. We like Melissa. Yue Chien (CCSC’84’93) has sent along his new address in Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan. (Maybe I should talk to Berry about having a reunion in Japan). Yue is doing well. Tamara Weinberg Gillette (CCSC’87’92) stopped by camp recently. She is living in Ashland, MA and is an early intervention developmental specialist. Gwen Conine Clark (CCSC’90’94) is married, has two children and lives in San Clemente. She says that you should check out their website for pix of their wedding, honeymoon and new twin boys. Sounds like a lot all at once. http://web.mca.com/gwenandrod/Welcome.html. CA. Jason Fox (CCSC’82’91) says “howdy” from Vancouver, BC, Canada. Brian Hershkowitz (CCSC’88’96 & staff ’99) dropped us an email to let us know that he was living in Toms River, NJ. Sean Regan (CCSC’93’95) let us know that he is living in New York and that he “had a short stint at the cape, but was absolutely in love with the place”. He is wondering what his former camper friends are up to. Lucy Lang (CCSC’92’00) has a Graduation Garden Party last May celebrating her graduation from Columbia Law School. There were a number of CCSC notables in attendance including the Sarah Hale (CCSC’99’03), Sarah Di Lorenzo (CCSC’99’03), the fabulous Reed Brothers Brian (CCSC’99’04) and Chris (CCSC’99’02), Charles “Chaz” Small (CCSC’99), Ted Nannicelli (CCSC’89’92) and last but not least the sister of the graduate and still CCSC camper, Grace Lang (CCSC’98’06). Having seen John Chin (CCSC’87’94), a great Dickinson College athlete, at the Camp reunion at Hollis’, who would have thought that I would have thought that I would run into him during lunch several weeks later at Nice Matin on the Upper West Side. Very interesting. Was over at Geoff Gardner’s (CCSC’82’87) restaurant, Sel de la...
when she found the “Archives” and located her picture in the Wono Senior Unit photo from 1989. She lives in Cambridge, MA and is in grad school. She remembered Mo Chuslo Benniger (CCSC’83-’90) who was her Head Counselor. And she identified some cabin mates in our archives for us which we really like. Jeffrey Short (MDC’90-’94) is living in Atlanta, GA and expressed an interest in the Alumni Regatta which was canceled this past yeardue to the weather.

J. Michael Rota (CCSC’88-’90) has updated us on his whereabouts – Newton, NJ. Gavin Wade Davis (MDC’88-’99) is now in Charlestown, SC. Duncan Seawell (CCSC’88-’96), brother of Mrs. Campfire, is living in Denver, CO. Tim Foley (CCSC’89-’97) writes that he’d like to get back in the loop with some of his old friends. He has moved to Port Orange, FL and is a bit “out of the loop”. Michael Cohen (CCSC’97-’99) is now living in Dublin, OH. Casey Jones Miller (CCSC’94) has fun looking at our website and reading the latest newsletter. It brought back lots of memories such that she is hoping to visit camp again this fall. Casey is living in Chicago.

Allison Rohrer (CCSC’91-’97) is now living in Philadelphia, PA. Peter Cooney (M’CCSC’) wrote that his son Jon Cooney (MDC’85-’95) is now a helicopter pilot in the Army. Cooney the Elder is, of course, a camper of much note in the annals of camping lore at Camp Monomoy. Recently heard from Cathy Culver McGovern (CCSC’88-’97) who is living in Medford, MA. Cathy just got together with Mati Luik (CCSC’92-’97), Christa Semerjian (93-’98) and Jon Feldon (CCSC’93-’97). They were looking for Jon Vatner’s (CCSC’89-’98) information, which is inactive in our database as we don’t know where he is. If anyone knows where he is, have them get in touch with me. Melissa Denick (CCSC’79-’95) has just purchased a house in Portland, ME. She says that “Life is good!!” We agree with her. Dede Carroll Erulkar (CCSC’84-’93) and her husband welcomed a healthy baby boy named Samuel Jonathan in October 2005! They were and are very excited. After 10 years at Yale for graduate school, Dede and her family are moving to the Boston area where Dede will begin her 4th year of her PhD work at Boston College. They will also be closer to camp. Gayle Gerritz Boyd (CCSC’97) dropped us a note to say “Hello” from Kansas. She has been reminiscing about camp with her brother, JP Gerritz (CCSC’92-’93) and her cousin Elaine Gerritz Carl (CCSC’90-’91). They want to get back east so they can visit us. Noble objective and one that Berry would support!! JP has a daughter who is two and they are still living in Kansas. Elaine is living in New Hampshire and she has two children. Lindsey Mead Russell (CCSC’91) writes that she is still living in Cambridge with my husband Matt (investment banker) and children Grace (4) and Whit (almost 2). I’m working at the Boston Consulting Group running our North American recruiting. One highlight of last year was attending Jennifer Connelly’s wedding in New York in August! I would love to hear from anyone from CCSC, especially looking for Allison Engel, Leigh Danforth, Katie Kreisler and any of the ACs from 1991 at lmecdmba2000.hbs.edu. We have heard from Jessica Resnick-Ault (CCSC’94-’95) who has announced that she married Peter Gimbel this past October. She met him at Brown. Jessica’s brother Daniel Resnick-Ault was a groomsman. Susan Harrison, who attended both CCSC and Brown with Jessica was a reader and Artie Hintermeister was in attendance. Jessica lives in Houston and works as a staff reporter for Dow Jones Newswires. (Artie – where are those glowsticks?) Claude Bailey IV (CCSC’83-’93) has surfaced in Arizona. He is living in Tucson. Annie Shea (CCSC’95-’03) is living in Boston. We have heard from Anne Benjamin (CCSC’89-’91) who has informed us she would like to be on the mailing list. She can’t believe that it’s been so long since she’s been at camp. We can’t either. She is married, Highley Thompson, and has two children and lives in Arnold, MD. Allison Carr Gormley (MDC’82-’93) dropped us an email update to let us know that she was living in West Roxbury/Boston. Alexis Gimovsky (CCSC’92-’00) has moved to the Bronx, NY. Brooke Herlihy Cooper (CCSC’89-’94) is married and lives in New York City. Erica Franzen (CCSC’89-’95) has reported in and updated her data base information (not a bad thing to do incidentally). She is living in Ft. Lauderdale, FL.

00’s

Bastien Galand (CCSC’99-’02) is now living in New York, but he met Elisabeth Sconier (CCSC’05) in Paris in late June. He sent Wally a great note about what being the in JC program meant to him and it is a great tool for preparation for life in the real world. He went on to mention that Elisabeth will be studying in New York this year and their paths should intersect. The rather curious and nocturnal perambulator, Eddie Welsh (CCSC’00-’02) recently chided the editor of this publication for mistaking him in last year’s picture of the Topher Gilmour wedding as Elliot Mclermed (CCSC’94-’00). Well – he was correct, but maybe it will be an inspiration for him to take up tennis. Eddie does a lot of non-profit work in South
America. Andrea Malins (CCSC’04-’05) wrote from Australia that she couldn’t make the summer reunion as she was studying in Australia. Seems like a good reason why. At any rate – she hopes to get to Camp for a visit when she returns. Ben Trustman (CCSC’95-’03) is now living in Brookline, MA. Mike Moran (CCSC’89-’01) sent us a nice email letting me know that he couldn’t make the Beverly Hills reunion as he was living in Framingham, MA. So…..he sent along his new address. He was pleased that the 1988 Jr. Scout staff photo made last year’s Jib Sheet. He is hoping to stop by and visit with us as his sister lives on the Cape and is having a baby. And finally, our very own Steve Wallace (M’-CCSC’06) was formally recognized by the White House (White House Office of National Drug Control Policy) at a press conference this summer for being a national leader in drug and alcohol education and prevention. Three recent campers were sighted this past fall sailing the Charles for Harvard. Michelle Konstadt (CCSC’00-’05), Alex Bick (CCSC’00-’06) and Kate Harris (CCSC’98-’05) were all tacking and jibing on a day where the winds were shifty. Another camper, Jessica Levine (CCSC’00-’06) has distinguished herself in the sport of competitive shooting. Thanks to CCSC and our Riflery head and coach, Leo Lujan, Jessica has shot scores qualifying for the national Junior Olympics. A note from across the pond. Emma Ormsby (CCSC’04-’05) dropped us a line with another small world story. She was in a small village in Hampshire and had a camp bumper sticker on her car. When coming our of a sandwich shop, a fellow who worked for the Royal Yachting Association, Stephen Parks, came up to her and mentioned that he had worked at camp ages ago. Stephen manages all the Olympic sailors for Great Britain. And speaking or thinking of life across the pond – we received a nice email from Collin Geraghty (CCSC’02) and his wife Kathleen Dolan Garraghty (CCSC’02) who were living in Edinburgh, Scotland. Kathleen is going to the University there and Collin is looking for a job. They were looking to track down Emily Inglis (CCSC’03-’05) at the time, but then found her and sent along a picture of all of them with Murray Davidson (CCSC’04-’05). They were heading north to spend Christmas in Aberdeenshire. Jeremy Lawrence (CCSC’95-’02) wrote from a hectic but good Virginia that they are looking to move back closer to the New England area. We hope he gets here as well. Rob Feingold (CCSC’) writes that he is teaching math, working in the admissions office and coaching at the Fenn School out side of Boston. Believe it or not, his neighbor is Justin Hawkins (CCSC’ -’06). He has also seen a lot of Brian Lutes, Nick Martinelli, Meghan Schmilen, Lindsay Leal, and Melissa Martinelli. 

A CCSC version of a lean Santa Claus (ie. Bob Richardson) with his camper daughters Kanchan and Maya and his camper mother and the big boss – Berry.
LINGER LONGER SAYS GOODBYE TO COTTAGE 3

After decades of service to Linger Longer and countless visitors, guests and tourists visiting Cape Cod, the decision was made this year to replace Cottage 3. Progress is great, but this cottage will be missed.

Cottage 3 at Linger Longer before the FALL.

There goes all the M E M O R I E S
Summer 2006 Was…

Wet, then hot, then dry… the new Art Center… the return of Lucy and Sarah… Elizabeth (Lulu) walking and running… Power outages… CCSC “crocs”… Ali’s wealth of nature information… new slushy machine… GUYS AND DOLLS… Service Cup Winners Kelly Flanagan and Philipp Luerzer… PSP Rap… Captains of the JC Corps Morgan Boulton and Cam Keady… Daniel Levine playing piano at the Early Show… super soakers… Grady, the new camp dog… “going to the chapel” for Allison and Ryan, then Emily and Jim, then Christie and Garran… Tetherball comes back to resident camp… Italy’s World Cup Victory and Miljan running around camp with the Italian flag… Frosty’s rhyming tips… Xandra and Dan… 4 in a row as CCACC track meet champions… Da Hedge… Wacky Wednesday # 2… marching to Colors… spirit ribbons… wampum… clip-on fans… Emma Del Cup and Monomoy Cup… McIntyre Cup… Blue Green Cup… dancing with Meghan… reading with Flynner, priceless… Spirit Assembly… RAFTCO rescues 2 non-camp kayakers… Sunday bagels in the Big House… Sundays at the Bay… Laundry delivery and pickup… Mexican and Chinese Sunday buffet… Guide Slide on hot days… new picnic tables/umbrellas at the Boat House… separated at birth Vin Gandolfo and Peter Kentros… Junior Jane and family dinners… Crow’s Nest… Pop yo’ collar… Daniella, the event planner… Gabe’s bow and musical collection… Blue Star Award presentations… Tennis questions… Pan Mass Challenge unit fundraisers… Millie the car… Smart Albert the car… Andrew’s Miata… golf carts… ice sculpture… “at camp I’ve learned that”… Wally meetings… WJC songs at the Early Show… Billy’s Gentleman’s Guide to the Guides… Geese on the field… return of bunnies everywhere… Grant W. Koch swim relays… evening track meets… W-K soccer games… Ripper Cup… Kellie’s back brace… PO’s original songs… Casino Night… all camp cleanups… office duty… giving tours… Cup Night under the Tent… At the end of a Wono day, Singing TAPS in the Outdoor Theatre…

The Afterglow.

Thoughts While Riding

By Rick “Otis” Moyer, Director

Last year at this time we were talking about the old Art Building being torn down and the construction of the new Art Center. The new building turned out to be a wonderful addition to CCSC facility and was surely worth the wait. Christin Healey Sims, our outstanding Department Head of Art at the Mighty Monomoy Day Camp (MMDC) with Ally Clark, her able assistant, presented an expanded
and enriched art program that made us all proud. Plans are now underway to construct another signature building on campus to house the Sail Program. As well, future plans are being discussed for expansion/development of the Long Pond site, construction of a new Mighty Monomoy Day Camp Center, and a plan to expand staff housing. You can see that the Cape Cod Sea Camps are alive and well. It is a very exciting time to be associated with our wonderful organization.

Speaking of which, I was thrilled to be recognized this past summer for 40 years of service to CCSC. I love my beautiful engraved chair (Rick ‘Otis’ Moyer) presented to me by Executive Director, Nancy Garran, and CCSC Board member, Michael Halperson, at the final Spirit Assembly. It has been a wonderful and rewarding time for my wife Ingrid, our family, and surely for me. Thank you!

Wedding bells were again ringing at the end of camp. Another camp wedding! Last year it was Christin Healey and Andrew ‘Crash’ Sims. This year it was the marriage of Garran Peterson and Christie Cepetelli. Garran is the son of Nancy Garran (Executive Director at CCSC) and David Peterson (Resident Camp Co-Director). Christie serves as the Head of the Resident Camp swim program. Camp weddings are always a very festive occasion with many of our past and present staff in attendance. We are not exactly sure what the phenomenon is, BUT a conservative estimate that well over 100 marriages got their start while the bride and groom spent the summer at CCSC.

How is this for an interesting story? During the summer of 2005 my niece (Melissa Moyer) worked at the MMDC in our Days a-Weigh program. That year she came to camp during the certification school week to take CPR. The first person she met on campus just prior to the start of that class was Andrew Barrell. Yes, they are getting married July 28, 2007.

I must also mention and congratulate Jess Metters, our outstanding Department Head of Swimming at MMDC. Jess got married this summer as well. Congratulations to Jess Metters Murray.

The applications are rolling in at a record rate both at the Resident Camp (400 campers and 115 staff) and at the Mighty Monomoy Day Camp (300 campers and 70 staff). It is not that hard to figure out why-We have just completed the fantastic summer season of 2006. The summer was filled with a great program, great weather, great staff, and great campers. As the saying goes, we had such a great time-let’s do it again.

I hope to see all of you returning for the season of 2007!
Yankees are her favorite Professional team (OUCH); Favorite Professional Athlete is Olympic Swimmer Michael Phelps; Her most fond camp memory is the JC 1 trip to Nantucket; Her favorite all time counselor is ‘Zinger’-Matt Danziger (MMDC 1988 to 1999); and in 10 years hopes to be an elementary teacher.

2006 CCSC Service Cup Winners
Philipp Luerzer from Lauterbach, Austria
and Kelly Flanagan from Madison, CT

Monomoy Day Camp Service Cup Recipients:
1983 Kenneth F. Walls
1984 None
1985 Stewart C. Peck
1986 Stewart C. Peck
1987 Mike K. McDonald
1988 Stephanie C. Davidson
1989 Jesse Blatz
1990 Suzanne Nolan
1991 Brian Cannon
1992 Michael Sullivan
1993 Jeffrey A. Klein
1994 Seth D. Abramson
1995 Elizabeth Brusie
1995 Joshua Wilson
1996 Lindsay Baker
1997 Colin O’Farrell
1998 David Wilson
1999 Matthew D. Danziger
2000 Nicole Caputo
2001 Christina Quirk
2002 Eric Brassard
2003 Liz Farinella
2004 Juliana Potts
2005 Allie Lowe
2006 Alana Cimillo

News from our Northern Most Correspondent
(Somewhere near the North Pole)
A warm How-Do from the great white North to all of our friends at CCSC. I hope everyone is having a wonderful year. We have a new family member! Olivia Shaw Gilmour was born on August 2nd, 2006. Both she and mom are very happy and healthy. I can’t wait to bring Olivia to the Cape this summer to introduce her to the ‘beach’- a foreign concept in Inuvik! I speak to Darren frequently over email, and he wanted to make sure that I extended a warm hello to everyone. We often reflect on the wonderful memories camp has given us and look forward to seeing everyone at some point next summer.

 Until the summer, Topher, Tara & Olivia.

Frosty Returns
The first thing that struck Richard “Frosty” Frost, when he came back to work as head of the woodworking department at Cape Cod Sea Camps this summer after a 27-year hiatus, was the void he felt from Grant Koch’s absence. The venerable director had influenced life at camp during the five summers Frosty spent there, from 1975 to 1979, and for many years previous to that. Grant, along with Berry at Camp Wono, had been the driving force at Camp Monomoy, and later the combined Cape Cod Sea Camps, since the early 1950’s.

Grant died in 1980, and a scholarship fund established in his name in 1981 has enabled dozens of campers to enjoy a summer at camp.

A professional woodworker by trade, Frosty thought camp would be a good fit for him - and would give his two children, Jackson, 13, and Dana, 11, a chance to experience camp life.

As head of the Juniors and Middlers (the name for both girl and boy units for the same age group at that time), Frosty worked alongside David Peterson in the Middler unit dur-
We were known as the ‘Mellow Middlers,’” he said, during an interview at the Big House in August.

Frosty heard about camp from then tennis and art head department heads, Tom and Jane Hay. During the school year, Tom worked at Springfield College under Frosty’s father, who was physical education director at the western Massachusetts school.

Frosty said he remembered Tom for his “rhyming tennis tips,” during which he would make up rhymes about various aspects of the game and other things in life. They were often easy ways to remember useful tips, Frosty said. He incorporated some into his woodworking classes this summer, such as: “the higher the number (sandpaper), the smoother the lumber,” and “if you want to work with wood, make sure your shoes are good.”

During his tenure here the first time, Frosty was a tennis and swimming instructor. But, now the fair-haired woodworker, who resides in Falmouth, Maine with his wife, Emily Bloch (a fellow counselor in the 1970’s), and their children, said he is “very happy to be in the shade.”

Besides the absence of Grant, the size of the camp and the improvement of its facilities required an adjustment, he said. There is also “a lot more structure” to camp life now, he said.

A student at Luther College in Iowa during his camp years, Frosty said he was stumped during one morning meeting, when he was asked to get up and sing the fight song for his school. Throughout the summer, Grant would call counselors up to sing the songs of their colleges, and Frosty was at a loss, he said.

Singing was a big part of camp life then, as it is now, he said. It was a good way to encourage bonding, as well as a useful cure for homesickness, he said.

“Grant used to harp a lot on the fact that ‘a kid can’t sing and cry at the same time.’”

Berry was also a huge part of camp life, he said. Her active role at camp now has been filled by Nancy, while Grant’s position has been divided among several people.

He remembers Grant telling campers, if they had trouble believing in God, “go down to the Bay and look at a sunset - that’s God’s footprint.”

When he started at camp in 1975, it was shortly after Camp Monomoy, the boys’ camp, and Camp Wono, the girls’ camp, were combined. Under Berry and Grant, there were four “top-notch” department heads, he said. They were: Rick “Otis” Moyer, who is now day camp director; Sherry Mernick, current co-director of the resident camp; Jay Sylvester and Ed Kavanagh, who left in the late 1980’s.

Many more staff brought their families with small children to camp in those days, he said.

“There used to be a ton of little (staff) kids. They were like free-range chickens.”

But, as much as things have changed, it is amazing how much they have stayed the same at camp, Frosty said. He attributes that to the fact that some of the same staff has been coming back for years - and that the camp directors see the value in that.

Frosty and Emily were looking for an overnight experience for their children, and Frosty has been staying in touch with David over the years. Last winter, David mentioned that camp needed a woodworking head and he said a stint in Brewster seemed like a good fit for him and his kids.

“I love woodworking, I love teaching woodworking, and I love working with kids,” he said.

His business in Falmouth, a town just north of Portland, is primarily high-end furniture and built-in cabinets, he said. He was able to sneak away for the summer by timing a job last spring to finish up just before he left, and to begin another when he returned in August.

The summer had been a success, and Jackson and Dana loved it, which, he observed “is the main point.” And he was reminded of why he had been so drawn to the camp years ago.

“I still love Cape Cod summers!”

Rick Francis
Welcome to the New Art Complex; Jess Metters becomes Jess Murray (congratulations); “If you can hear me clap once”, The World Cup comes to MDC; make your own Sundae; ‘WATER DAYS’; water slide; Drip-Drip-Splash; Koob with Craig; Baggo with David H.; Pottery mod; Nauset Beach; 4-Square; ‘Magic Moments’; Bean Bag Golf; “HOO-HAH!”; ‘Great Life Experiences’; Days A-weigh (rest hour; snacks; Thursday night dances; s’mores); Seamen Tether Ball; Hawaii week (Crash’s favorite); MMDC Tent-The ‘PORT’; LP Busses; Keith’s awesome slideshow; Bay Sail; Bus 1 sings with Kelly; Spirit Assembly; Creature Features; Pat’s “angry eyes”; Can Tabs; Unit Songs; Challenge with Ashley and Andy G.; council rings; the return of Pirate Adventure; did the Bell ring yet?; Casey and his dog (it’s a puppet); new trip to the Whaling Museum; Andy W. & Katie H. rock as co-heads of DAW; Where do we meet for woodworking?; Alexander’s trivia; ‘P’ Hockey; Safari Parade; North Archery Range; Mask making with Dan; GREAT FOOD-chicken fingers, salad bar, pizza, dogs and burgers; Pat R. wins the Nat Duncan making with Dan; GREAT FOOD-chicken fingers, salad bar, pizza, dogs and burgers; Pat R. wins the Nat Duncan

Wallace Receives Recognition from the White House

Stephen G. Wallace, M.S.Ed., chairman and chief executive officer of SADD, regular Camping Magazine contributor, and member of the www.CampParents.org advisory panel, was recently awarded a Certificate of Recognition from Mary Ann Solberg, deputy director of the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy. The Certificate hailed Wallace for effectively communicating the risks of destructive decisions to America’s youth, parents, and public, stating: “Your ability to articulate the problem and motivate people towards solutions is truly commendable. Through your efforts, the community will be safer and youth will be able to reach their full potential. The nation is enriched by your tireless efforts to reduce underage drinking and drug use.

Memories from Camp Monomoy 1945 - 1975

Rick Francis

Deke Burroughs singing The Whiffenpoof Song and You’ll Never Walk Alone… 2 dining hall fires in 1945 and 1958… Uncle Jim Havender’s daily “What Is It?” nature course… Hap Farnham and his band at Colors… Waterlogged Powwows and Skiffs made heavier by annual coats of paint… Chevy Chase from Haverford joining Lloyd MacDonald’s Warriors… Smenken Dwight Ritter descending skunks… Ray’s Camp Monomoy Baseball Test… Chester Robinson’s knot board… The popularity of a SOGE schedule for counselors… Pounding ashtrays at the PA Shop… Ice Cream after July 4 games in the bowl… Scott West bouncing on the in-ground trampoline… Sunday night cookouts… Charlie Linnell’s ability to fix just about anything… Dugouts on Sterling Field… Hand-packed ice cream at Cobies… Bob Riley’s Lower Baseball League… Harry the Barber and Peewee… Walking to Flax Pond… Hunter-Scout Football - the influence of Werner Kleeman… Sunday Chapel at Monomoy… Square dances at Wono… Walking down the Nature Trail behind the Hunter showers to the laundry across the street… The absence of rest rooms in “No-P’Town”… Hap Farnham, Al Douglas, and Garner Rowell’s endless hours on the rifle range… The Del-Tones entertaining at the Orleans Rotary Club… The Sandy Pond Club… Lee’s 4 Aces - now Laurino’s… Frank Tracy’s hands on hips stance “First call for ladies, waiters, and guests”… Counselors getting one day off for the summer… West Point-ers on the staff… JC’s move into the Binnacle at Linger Longer… Corn Fritter eat-a-thons… Coupon books… Mark Peloquin’s Woonsocket Mafia in the kitchen… Morning inspections “best bed” at Colors… Every counselor teaching swimming - some not very well… Sing-along of college songs at beach parties Monomoyos vs. Pequots… “Show me the Scotchman”… Early-risers for the bus to Catholic mass on Sundays… TAPS, AVE MARIA, and THE LORD’S PRAYER on the PA system at bedtime.
Pan Mass Challenge 2006

In 2006, the Pan-Mass Challenge (PMC), the most successful athletic fundraising event in the nation, contributed $26 million to cancer research and treatment at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute through its Jimmy Fund. That represents 99 cents of every dollar raised going directly to cancer research. These numbers are unmatched by any other athletic fundraiser in the country.

The Cape Cod Sea Camps was again a big contributor. We had a team of 16 riders led by Monomoy Day Camp director Rick “Otis” Moyer who’s been riding for 13 years. Other team members included Brian Lutes, our long time water skiing instructor, resident camp alumnus and current Day Camp Registrar Andrew “Crash” Sims, Raftco staff Matt Roper, Monomoy Day Camp staff Deb Gauley, Christin Sims, Lizz O’Connor, Christina Quirk, Brenda Guariglio, Julie Potts, and Sean Thibert. Alumni riding included Kristen Moyer Waring, David Lutes, Warren Lutes, Matt and Andy Danziger.

But perhaps Camp’s most important contributors are those who don’t ride. In addition to 100 volunteers from both day and resident camp who help out at the finish line in Provincetown, CCSC also provides the largest cheering section along the 2-day route. Campers get up early on Sunday morning and come down to the hedges that run along Route 6A to cheer on all the cyclists. “Da Hedge” as it’s become known is a very big deal to the 4,000 cyclists of the PMC. Every year riders stop to take a picture of Da Hedge, or get off their bikes to high five the rooting section. With the help of art department head Debby Greenwood, Da Hedge was decorated with giant ribbons of hope as well as riding jerseys from previous years.

“You have no idea what it’s like to be a rider, and ride by your camp. You have to be on a bike and have 150 miles behind you, to experience it. It has become the highlight for every rider, even the first year riders are told about Da Hedge before they get to your camp. I thank you and every person who cheered us on;

... “you make a difference in our ride.” Rich Bonanno, 23 year rider of the Pan Mass Challenge.
Our 2006 PMC CCSC Team
We had a great turnout for the Boston Reunion with more than 25 Alumni showing up at BA Harris’s beautiful home in Boston Harbor Towers. We were also treated to a wonderful array of hors d’oeuvres created by Geoff Gardner who is the chef/owner of Sel de la Terre in Boston. Geoff even gave us a little tutorial about each special treat that he served to our group. It was just fantastic. We spanned many decades starting with my former cabin counselor from the Braves (in 1959) John Sullivan. Also from the 50’s was Larry Cullen. And of course there was the usual crowd of current Alumni and staff. The view from BA’s is spectacular and we were able to look out over the Harbor and observed the future course of the Alumni Regatta to be held in June. Very exciting. Attending the Reunion were Alicia Healey (drove all the way up from outside of Hartford, CT), Mike Moran, Christa Semerjian, Larry Cullen with this wife Maureen, Brian Lutes, Jamie Bonmarito, Meghan Schmillen, the lovely Allison Garvey, Cassandra Garner O’Brien with her husband Kevin, Nick Martintelli, John Sullivan, Wendy Moyer, Margo Lindauer, Melinda Mitchell Shumway, Nancy Garran, David Peterson, Sherry Mernick, Ed Barber and myself (Henri).
2006 New York Reunion

Thanks again to Hollis von Summer and her new husband Michael Kennedy for opening up their New York apartment for our Winter New York Reunion. We had close to 30 people attend which is almost a record for us. There were counselors reuniting with their former campers, a great range of attendees, Service Cup winners and some new folks who took the initiative and had the courage to show up. It led to a great time for everyone. In attendance were: Jeff (CCSC’88–’00) and Daniella DeFillippo Garran (CCSC’84–’06), Liz Sweibel (W’69–’72), Chris and Brian Reed (CCSC’90–’03), Katherine Ball (CCSC’90–’96 & ’02), Kelly Longfield (CCSC’80’s), Hobart Van Deusen (M’49–’52) and his wife Nancy, Eric “Millhouse” Wolfson (CCSC’90–’00), Laura Bartels (CCSC’80’s–’96), Christopher Phillips (M’63–’64), Jessica Carnivale (CCSC’90–’03), Adam Phillips (M’65–’67), Dianna Lamb (CCSC’88–’02), Alison Marra (CCSC’91–’96 & ’98), Kate Anthony Blatz (CCSC’83–’89), Francis Brooks (CCSC’92–’96), Jon Chin (CCSC’94–’95), Peter Feld (CCSC’89–’96), Sarah Di Lorenzo (CCSC’91–’03), Jeff Long (CCSC’85–’94 & ’01) and Phil Sawyer (M’68–’79).
Well… this was kind of a spur of the moment effort to say hello to our Alumni in Southern California and we had a great time doing it. Berry thought it was a great idea to go and have a lunch at the Beverly Hills Hotel and so I had to force myself to do it. Attending the lunch were Ed Peckham (M’39-’53), Steve Breimer (M’64-’65), Julie Moyer (CCSC’76-’90) and myself. Joe Boyle (CCSC’83-’88) and Peter Rosenberg (M’64-’67) had hoped to attend but were otherwise compromised. We had a great chat about the cinema, the internet and Brazil. Since we have done this, the folks in Northern California are saying why not them. So…keep your eye on the mail for a postcard from Camp. We may be in your neighborhood shortly.

While we didn’t have the **Regatta** this year…

Get Ready for the Alumni Regatta on Saturday, August 4th at Camp!!! The tide will be high at 4:21PM. We will head to the Boat House right after lunch. Now is the time to plan and prepare. Skippers – find your crews. Crews – find your skipper.

In other news - CCSC just keeps on sailing. Our campers are on the water as they pursue higher education as evidenced by this article reprinted below.

**BOSTON UNIVERSITY INVITE**

Staff writer Malcom A. Glenn can be reached at mglenn@fas.harvard.edu.

Brandeis University served as host to the Boston University invite on Sunday, as 14 different schools and 15 teams total sailed in 12 races during a shifty afternoon.

The Crimson finished right in the middle of the pack again, this time earning seventh place overall.

It was one of the best chances Harvard has had all year to get some of its freshmen time on the water, as the Crimson saw three of its first-years competing.

Senior skipper Rob Grenzeback and freshman crew **Michelle Konstadt** handled the A-division responsibilities, garnering an eighth-place finish, while freshman skipper **Alex Bick** and freshmen crew **Kate Harris** took seventh place for B-division.
Dear Group Family,

2006 was a strong but building year for our Group Business. With more than 85% of Group customers returning each year we know that we are doing something right. Certainly there is space for many more customers in the spring and in the fall here at the Cape Cod Sea Camps, but it is nice to know that once a new customer does choose Camp as their program center the likelihood that they will return is very high. I think that just like the resident and day camps, the success of the Group business depends on people and relationships. Our team is really great! Brian Holmes, our chef, and his family provide a solid and spectacular meal service. Robin Britner and her crack laundry staff provide a cleaning service for our facilities that just gets better and better each year. Our Maintenance department, headed up by Ed Barber, is always available—making sure that our physical plant is at is in tip top shape. Cape Cod Sea Camps Group customers experience a level of professionalism and personal service like no where else. These Groups were welcomed and hosted mainly by Garran Peterson. Here again Camp offers Group customers top personal service. This year we served over 37,000 meals and had almost 14,000 beds used in 2006! Whew! AND WE ARE READY FOR MORE!

Last year I went to the ABA (American Bus Association) annual conference. It was so much fun! This is a critical part of our new marketing plan to reach out to new customers. At the ABA conference I was looking specifically at the student travel market. I will go again this year – this time to Dallas and am even more enthusiastic about what we have to offer. Another idea that has been evolving is the development of national standards-based curriculum to be available for our student groups. Already the Cape Cod National Seashore and Camp have worked together and have produced the first of 5 DVDs titled, “Sensing Cape Cod”. It is the heart of the marine science curriculum that can be studied here on Cape Cod. I am beginning work to provide history, art and social studies as well. Please be in touch with me if any of you have an interest in this.

Happy Holidays to you and Best Wishes for the very best that the New Year can offer!

Best regards,

Cheryl Kimberley
Group Administrator

Engagements

Darren Gilmour and Sheena Sumarah have announced their engagement all the way from Nairobi, Kenya where they are both working!!!

Rob Feingold has announced his engagement to Dana Platt.

He and Dana are living next to Justin Hawkins.

Small world and a big announcement.

Rob Feingold with Dana Platt.
A large, large crowd at the Garran Peterson - Christie Cepetelli wedding! On a beautiful day with the extensive camp family in attendance, we experienced the joyful wedding of Garran and Christie. A tent on the front field topped off the day's events. Much fun was had by all.
Jeremy Lawrence marries Jody.


Julie Moyer (CCSC’76-’90) weds Christopher Schwachenwald in June of 2006 in Rancho Palos Verdes, CA. Pictured with her are her parents, Otis and Iggy (M’67-CCSC’96), Wendy Moyer (W’72-CCSC’96), Kristin Moyer Waring (W’71-CCSC’81) with her husband Jay and their children Abigail, Bizzy and Frances (all of them are campers).

Happiness on the beach for Emily Woodfill and Jim Fay.

All those campers and former campers celebrate Jim and Emily’s Wedding.
The Elizabeth “Biffy” Kreisler wedding party with Katie to the left of Biffy and Alex to the left of Katie. Sofia is to the right of Biffy with Gabby to the right of Sofia. Biffy had a rehearsal dinner at CCSC in the dining hall and the wedding was at the Wequasset Inn on September 30, 2006. Her husband’s name is Paulo Riberio and they are living in Portland, OR.
The Classic Raftco picture at the Jim Fay-Emily Woodfill Wedding - from left to right: Chris Horn, Andy Stern, Jim Fay, Colix Carpenter, Ed Barber, Nancy Garran, Jeff Garran, Daniella DeFilippo Garran, Andy Ellis, Garran Peterson, and Rob Percarpio. Missing was Henri Bauschenbach.

The group Photo:

3rd row: Michael Halperton, Scott Cooke, Courtney Doggart, Peter Feld, Sonia Tarbox, Fernando Padro, Meaghan Schmillen, Dianna Lamb, Jeff Garran, Jeremy Lawrence, Mike Horn, Nick Martinelli

2nd row: Sarah Hale, Chris Reed, Caitlin Doggart, Pablo Cespedes, Erin Doggart, Kara Dabe, Miguel Cespedes

1st row: Hollis von Summer, Mike Kennedy, Katie Dogendorf, Daniella Garran, Jolyn Lipari.

Present but not in photo: Rob Percarpio, Jeff Long, Xavier Franiatte, Chris Ritter, Andrew Bachman, Eugene Schultz.

The lovely Allison Garvey Hutchins (CCSC'97-'06) with (to her left) her sister, Katie Garvey (CCSC'99), Jen Martinelli (CCSC'88-'97) and Krista Sahrbeck (CCSC'04-'05).

The Blatz-Freyberg wedding which took place in Juno Beach, FL on October 28th. From left to right: Kate Anthony Blatz (CCSC), Tom Freyberg (Monomoy), Frank Blatz (Monomoy) and Joanne Freyberg (Wono).
Summer Reunion and GWK Fundraiser

More than 90 people gathered down at Berry’s House to celebrate the 25th year Anniversary of the GWK Scholarship Fund and to visit with Berry. It was a beautiful camp night evening with the sun setting over the Bay and a lot of reminiscing by a fairly diverse crowd of CCSC alumni. The highlight of the event was the Silent Auction run so ably by Dianne Dunn and Hillary Peterson and coordinated through the efforts of the Alumni Working Group and supported by the donations from the Lower Cape Business Community. More than $5,000 was raised to help send more deserving children to camp.
Greg Blatz (Staff - CCSC’82-’89) – We were saddened this past January to hear of the passing of our friend Greg Blatz. Greg leaves Kate Anthony Blatz (CCSC’83-’89) and their four children. Greg was the son of Frank Blatz (M’48-’52). It would be hard to characterize Greg’s life with us without a warm smile and happy thoughts. Greg’s funeral was a testament to the love and affection that so many of us had for him. He was a larger than life force at camp who fully participated in all that is camp. He was a camper, counselor, head counselor and more. He developed those strong bonds with his peers that survived the temporal framework of camp and went with him into the world. He will be truly missed. Greg’s good friend, Jim Kelligrew, has set up an irrevocable trust to help Kate provide for their four children. If it is in your heart to be helpful to Kate and the children a donation can be made and sent to:

Attention: Jim Kelligrew
The Greg Blatz Children’s Fund
Wachovia Capital Markets
301 South College St. TW07
Charlotte, NC 28288-0602.

Phone: 704-715-8301

Richard Arms, Sr. – Richard Arms, Jr (M’49-’51) stopped by this past September to inform us that his father, Richard Arms, Sr. had passed away. Richard Sr. was a Braves Counselor from 1937 to 1951 missing the war years.

Anne Herrington Hasket (W’39) Anne’s sister Barbara Herrington Frazier (W’39) wrote us this past March of the passing of her sister. Anne and Barbara were both counselors during the first summer session of Camp Wono. Anne never lost that connection and indeed visited us several years ago.

John W. Sargent (M’30’s & 40’s) passed on in early July of 2006. He is survived by his sister Priscilla Sargent Korell (W’39-’55) and a brother Phil. John developed a life-long love of sailing due to his time at Camp Monomoy. He was quite a long distance sailor once having sailed the 2000 miles of the Intracoastal Waterway in his 23’ sloop, the Imp.

Ellen Ritz – We were recently informed of the passing of Ellen Ritz. Ellen was one of Berry’s very close friends and served in a number of capacities during the 60’s & 70’s around both Camp Monomoy and Camp Wono. In 1992 she worked at the general manager of Linger Longer. She was the mother of David and Stephanie Edgar.

Births

Madeline Grace Iulo - daughter of Jeanne Collins and Michael Iulo. Madie was born on September 18th at 7:50AM. She is seen here with grandmother Mary Jane Baillie Collins and grandfather Jerry Collins. She was 20” long at birth and weighed 7lbs.

Olive Marie Oades – daughter of Mary Waris (CCSC’00-’03) and Dan. Born on Jan 17, 2006. 21 inches in length and 7lbs 5 ounces in weight.


Olivia Shaw Gilmour - daughter of Tara Trenholm (CCSC’01) and Christopher Gilmour (CCSC’84-’04). Born August 2, 2006 at 10:53 PM. She weighed in at 6.3 lbs.

Maura Jeanne McGlarry with her grandmother Mary Jane Baillie Collins. Maura was brought into the world on August 16th at 5:15AM. She is the daughter of Paula Collins & Rob McGlarry. She was 21” long and weighed 8lbs 3 oz.

Passings

Richard Arms, Sr. - Richard Arms, Jr (M’49-’51) stopped by this past September to inform us that his father, Richard Arms, Sr. had passed away. Richard Sr. was a Braves Counselor from 1937 to 1951 missing the war years.

Anne Herrington Hasket (W’39) Anne’s sister Barbara Herrington Frazier (W’39) wrote us this past March of the passing of her sister. Anne and Barbara were both counselors during the first summer session of Camp Wono. Anne never lost that connection and indeed visited us several years ago.

John W. Sargent (M’30’s & 40’s) passed on in early July of 2006. He is survived by his sister Priscilla Sargent Korell (W’39-’55) and a brother Phil. John developed a life-long love of sailing due to his time at Camp Monomoy. He was quite a long distance sailor once having sailed the 2000 miles of the Intracoastal Waterway in his 23’ sloop, the Imp.

Ellen Ritz – We were recently informed of the passing of Ellen Ritz. Ellen was one of Berry’s very close friends and served in a number of capacities during the 60’s & 70’s around both Camp Monomoy and Camp Wono. In 1992 she worked at the general manager of Linger Longer. She was the mother of David and Stephanie Edgar.
Please make a note of this weekend date and make an effort to attend what is always a great weekend for camp – both for former campers and staff as well as for our current campers and staff. Our Alumni Working Group has spent and will spend a lot of time putting together a fun schedule of activities and events to make this our best reunion ever.

The weekend will start on Friday evening the 3rd with a Fundraiser for the Grant W. Koch Scholarship Fund at Ocean Edge in the Carriage house. This is always a great time with both a live and silent auction dominating the event. This year our Fundraising goal for the Fund is $85,000 for the 85th. We normally have around 125 – 150 alumni and friends attend this event.

Saturday the 4th will start with registration at 10AM for both the program for alumni and our day program for children for ages 4 – 12. The activities for the children’s program (run by our day camp staff generally include: Art, Archery, Swimming at the Pool, Soccer, General Land Sports, Basketball, Tennis, Pavilion Hockey and Woodworking. This program will run from 10:00AM till 2:30PM and a completed health form is required. For the adults we will have an activity period in the morning along with a naturalist led beach walk followed by lunch. In the afternoon, we will have our alumni regatta, tennis tournament as well as two more activity periods. This will be followed by a break to prepare for our banquet to be held on the front field under a tent. We will be done by taps.

On Sunday, we will offer a chapel service at the Delahanty Memorial Chapel on the grounds of the old camp Monomoy. There will be a reception at the Big House right after the service. The Pan Mass Challenge will also be taking place early Sunday morning, so there will be a lot a activity going on that day.

This is really an exciting time for us and for you. We hope that you can plan to make the trip to the Cape. We have a list of hotels and motels posted on our web site and will have the details and registration forms available there as well. All you have to do is go to www.capecodseacamps.com and click on Alumni. If you want a packet of information mailed to you or if you need more information: call, email or write to Henri.

Henri Rauschenbach
Alumni Director

Cape Cod Sea Camps
PO Box 1880
Brewster, MA 02631

508-896-3451 x 226

alumni@capecodseacamps.com
Alumni Portraits

You must take the time to stop by and visit with us and when you do, you must have your portraits taken. Everyone wants to know how it’s going with you and they love to see your picture, so... visit with us!!

Alex Rauschenbach (MDC’92-CCSC’00) and Alumni Portraits official photographer) with his cousin and former Service Cup winner Laura Pekrul Riss (CCSC’82-’88), her husband Bryan and their three boys Matthew, Patrick and Andrew. They live in Chester, NJ.

Andrew Coleman, Morgan Peacock (CCSC’87-’89) seen here pictured with Sarah Hale (CCSC’99-’00).

Ellen Kaufman Feldman (W’64-CCSC’78), Stacey Kaufman and Sammy Cohen (CCSC’00-’06) with David.

Dave Hay (CCSC’80-MDC’00) returns on August 16th. David is teaching school out in Springfield and wore one of his many T-shirt designs for the Day Camp which were very popular.

Robin Lipsett Berggren (CCSC’79-’83) returns with her husband Brad and Hannah Berggren with Abigail Lipsett Mottur. Robin lives in Westport, CT.

Henri with Steve Waite (CCSC’87-’95), Kim Waite and Cooper Waite. Steve is one of a long line of Waites who worked in our kitchen.

Pauline Eveillard (CCSC’93-’00) and Courtney Doggert (CCSC’89-’00) return from their experience overseas (read about it a bit in the Jib Sheet) and visit with their friend Edward Casabian.

Jake Hardman Whalen (W’71-CCSC’83) with her daughter Katie and Henri.

Sherry, Tristan Probst (CCSC’89-’94) and Christina Grueweltinger (CCSC’89-’94) with David and their 2 children.

Henri with Steve Waite (CCSC’87-’95), Kim Waite and Cooper Waite. Steve is one of a long line of Waites who worked in our kitchen.

Pauline Eveillard (CCSC’93-’00) and Courtney Doggert (CCSC’89-’00) return from their experience overseas (read about it a bit in the Jib Sheet) and visit with their friend Edward Casabian.
Stephen Ellis (CCSC’76-’77) visited with us this past July all the way from Sarasota, FL. He is here with his wife Catherine and daughter Saylor. Also pictured is Parker Staniar.

Kathy Koch Keramidas (MDC’82-’84) stopped by to say hello to Nancy this past July. Her son Robert accompanied her.

Paul Bernstein (M’73-’74) stopped in to take a look around. He is pictured here with his wife Andrea, and two daughters Jessica and Alyssa. Paul lives in Riverside, CT.

Kathy Koch Keramidas (MDC’82-’84) stopped by to say hello to Nancy this past July. Her son Robert accompanied her.

Suzanne Peyton Ballantyne pictured here with Sherry and Katherine Shultz. Suzanne was the daughter of Billie and Bob Peyton so she really knows Wono from early on.

There’s a storm brewin’ in the West. Paul Luby (M’72-CCSC’82) and Don Mell (M’71-CCSC’79) return – together no less! A lot of stories between these two.

Paul Bernstein (M’73-’74) stopped in to take a look around. He is pictured here with his wife, Andrea, and two daughters Jessica and Alyssa. Paul lives in Riverside, CT.

Suzanne Peyton Ballantyne pictured here with Sherry and Katherine Shultz. Suzanne was the daughter of Billie and Bob Peyton so she really knows Wono from early on.

Melissa Mandell Beaman (CCSC’82-’84) returns to look around. Pictured with her here are her husband John and children Kyle and Brett. Melissa lives in New York City.

Melissa Mandell Beaman (CCSC’82-’84) returns to look around. Pictured with her here are her husband John and children Kyle and Brett. Melissa lives in New York City.

Stephen Ellis (CCSC’76-’77) visited with us this past July all the way from Sarasota, FL. He is here with his wife Catherine and daughter Saylor. Also pictured is Parker Staniar.
Julio Talledo (CCSC’99) with Caren Gellin, Vlad Lukic and Dujna Lukic. He visited in late July.

John Van Leer (M’53-’55) came up from Miami for a visit and is pictured here with Angela Thibert (CCSC’01-’06). John had a number of stories and spent some time in our archives looking at pictures from the past.

Michael & Dianna Lamb (CCSC’88-’02) and her brother.

David with Al Goodyear (M-68-’74) and daughter Laurie + 3 kids.

Dave Lutes (M’70-CCSC’87) and wife Alison Ex and Henry, Elinor.

Tom Pranikoff (M’70-CCSC’85) and his wife Karen Fine Pranikoff (CCSC’81-’85) wander back with their children Sam and Sarah. With Luby around all they would need would be Bob Kerr to reprise one of the more interesting morning assembly singing efforts ever made. Tom is a doctor and he and Karen live in Winston-Salem, NC.
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have your portraits taken...

visit us!!
The Famous Camp

Songs Tape...

Send a $10 dollar check made out to Cape Cod Sea Camps and Mail to:
Henri Rauschenbach
Cape Cod Sea Camps
Post Office Box 1880
Brewster, MA 02631

House in the Alps for Rent

Ray Keighley (M'74) has let us know he has a house he rents out during the winter for skiing holidays. It is located in St. Andre Les Alpes in Haute Provence, France. Ray says it is about 60 miles north of Nice and close to great skiing areas. It is also great for Paragliding and Hang Gliding.

For more information: www.chez-ray.com.

Looking to Buy or Sell on Cape Cod?

The Tucker Group provides professional, personal and comprehensive real estate services for Buyers and Sellers on Cape and elsewhere.

Sally, who has worked in real-estate-related fields for more than 27 years, has been selling Cape Cod properties for nearly 11 years. In 2006, when the market was substantially quieter than those preceding, Sally enjoyed the most successful year of her career, due in large part to the newly-instilled support provided by her son, Lee, and her husband, Bob.

Lee, Sally’s son, holds a BS Degree in Information Technology. His extraordinary communications skills enhance all aspects of our Buyer/Seller services, and his state-of-the-art technical know-how, along with his NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® e-PRO designation, enable us to leverage the latest in web promotion worldwide.

Bob, professional photographer for 34 years, provides in-house photography, presenting our listings at their very best. An alumnus of CCSC, he started at Monomoy in 1959. He also provided photography for the camps for many years. Acting is Bob’s avocation. He has performed many times on the Cape Cod Repertory Theatre stage . . . . the converted Camp Monomoy dining hall.

Always at Your Service

Bob Tucker, REALTOR®
Sally Tucker, REALTOR®
Lee Wareham, REALTOR®

The Tucker Group

a Full Service Real Estate Team

One of Our Featured Listings

South Orleans Waterfront Home with Dock

Recently completed, this exciting, 3000 square-foot, shingle-style home promises to fulfill the ultimate Cape Cod dream - desirability of location, innovative yet classic style, inspired choice of materials, and superb craftsmanship. Overlooking historic salt-water Aeby’s Pond, this unique property offers fabulous water views, deep-water access and a brand new, private 58-foot dock.

Listed at $2,295,000

at ... KINLING GMAC GROVER Real Estate

193 Route 6A, Orleans MA 02653
(800) 275-9210, ext 141 (508) 240-0023, ext 141
Bob@CapeTuckerGroup.com
www.CapeTuckerGroup.com
We are continually looking for well-qualified college-age summer counselors for our resident and day camps. If you know of someone, please contact:

Sherry Mernick
Cape Cod Sea Camps
Brewster, MA 02631
508 896 3451
sherry@capecodseacamps.com
2007 Alumni & Camp Calendar

Due to the fact that this is our 85th Reunion year – we will not have winter reunions in New York or Boston. Nor will we have our Alumni Regatta in Boston in the late spring.

Friday August 3rd – Grant W. Koch Fundraiser at Ocean Edge (the Carriage House) from 7 – 9PM

Saturday August 4th – 9AM to 9PM 85th Reunion at Camp
  Morning – registration and activities
  Afternoon – activities and Alumni Regatta
  Evening – Banquet on front field

Sunday August 5th – Chapel at Delahanty Chapel at Monomoy and reception following at Big House.

More details to come. Children’s program available on Saturday. Schedule and accommodations contact information available on our Web Site: www.capecodseacamps.com.

Save the date – more information will be coming to you soon.

Camp Calendar

*Resident Camp Opens*  July 1st
*Resident Camp Closes*  August 18th
*Day Camp Opens*  July 2nd
*DC Sessions start*  July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30  August 6, 13
*DC Days Aweigh Sessions start*  July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30  August 6